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Abstract
Modern text entry systems, especially for touch screen phones and novel devices, rely on complex underlying technologies such as error correction and word suggestion. Furthermore, for global deployment a vast number of languages have to be supported. Together this has raised the entry bar for new text entry techniques, which makes developing and testing a longer process thus stifling innovation. For example, testing a new feedback mechanism in comparison to a stock keyboard now requires the researchers to support at least slip correction and probably word suggestion. This paper introduces OpenAdaptxt: an open source community driven text input platform to enable development of higher quality text input solutions. It is the first commercial-grade open source enabling technology for modern text entry that supports both multiple platforms and dictionary support for over 50 spoken languages.
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Motivation

User studies and user-based evaluations form the core of much work in text entry. This research involves, for example, considerable work in understanding how people text, to develop new text entry methods for standard input devices, to extend text entry to new technologies and to improve text entry support for users with special needs.

There is a long history of work in text entry research, in trying to understand how people type. Fitts’ law [5] modeling has been used extensively to, for example, predict typing times on mobile phones (e.g. [14]) or to optimize new keyboard layouts (e.g. [18]). Different input devices, whether full-sized keyboards, touch screens or miniature keyboards, lead to different typing errors and understanding these is also a key line of research to help improve correction algorithms (e.g. [1, 2]). It is also vitally important that we understand the impact of text entry on other activities such as driving (e.g. [4]).

There have been many approaches to improving text entry for standard devices and to provide efficient input on new technologies. For example the classic T9™ predictive algorithm [6] considerably improved input on classic 12-key phones. More recently, work has been done on, for example, eyes-free text entry on touchscreen phones [15], exploiting multimodal interaction [3], typing on the back of tablets [13] and on tabletop interactive surfaces [7].

Due to their special needs, some users need alternative solutions to text entry. For example visually impaired users are badly affected by touch screen interaction (e.g., a key motivation behind [15]) while fine motor control and eyesight reduction can seriously impact elderly users’ performance (e.g. [17]). Other users have more severe motor control limitations and need specialist solutions (e.g. [11]).

Furthermore, with notable exceptions (e.g. [8, 10]), the vast majority of text entry studies have been in English. Kristensson [9] identified localization as the one of the five key challenges for intelligent text entry methods. However, modern text entry methods need detailed dictionaries with language modeling making the cost of researching in new languages high.

Standard text collections ([12, 16]) have helped considerably in providing both reliable and easy to use phrase sets for evaluation, but to develop and evaluate new approaches like those mentioned above almost always involves developing a new text entry engine. As the domain and technologies progresses the base line quality for this engine increases constantly, making it increasingly difficult to develop the systems and thus to innovate.

Overview of OpenAdaptxt

OpenAdaptxt is a new initiative to build an open source community text entry solution. The OpenAdaptxt prediction engine core supports:

- **Error correction**: correction for both traditional spelling errors and mis-taps common on small devices (e.g. missing letters, duplicate letters and hitting adjacent keys) (Fig. 1 top);

- **Intelligent word completion**: using linguistic models to offer meaningful word completions as the user types (Fig. 1 middle);
• **Next word prediction:** based on relationships between words (Fig. 1 bottom);

• **Learning users’ individual writing styles** – both user defined words and the pattern of their usage are learned and used to improve predictions (Figure 1 shows interaction after the user has previously typed the workshop name);

• **Over 50 languages:** language dictionaries that support both vocabulary and intelligent prediction are currently available for English (UK & US), French (FR & CA), Italian, Spanish (ES & LA), German, Portuguese (PT & BR), Dutch, Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish, Danish, Polish, Czech, Hungarian, Slovak, Romanian, Greek, Turkish, Russian, Serbian, Croatian, Bulgarian, Slovenian, Lithuanian, Catalan, Latvian, Filipino, Galician, Ukrainian, Estonian, Vietnamese, Indonesian, Icelandic, Malay, Basque, Belarusian, Hebrew, Arabic, Urdu, Persian, Hindi, Marathi, Malayalam, Tamil, Kannada and Telugu.

• **Keyboard flexibility:** programmable support for keyboard layouts (plus standard provisions including Qwerty, Azerty, 12-key phones etc.).

OpenAdaptxt is currently available for multiple platforms such as Android™, Windows™ and Linux™. It has a platform abstraction layer and can be ported easily to new platforms. The OpenSource release includes demo applications for Android in Android-Java (see Figure 1), the OpenAdaptxt prediction core and tools to create new add-ons (including new dictionaries to support new languages and new key-maps to support new keyboard layouts). Figure 2 outlines the structure of the core word suggestion element of the OpenAdaptxt core engine.

Documentation and header files are available from SourceForge¹ with source files available through a SourceForge SVN repository.

**Why Open Source?**

Researchers, OEMs and application developers have long been suffering from proprietary solutions in the text input space. The leading proprietary solutions have been slow in innovating and are often more interested in protecting patent income than helping end users achieve efficient and effective text entry on a wide range of devices. Acknowledging the major shift towards adoption of open and open source software in connected devices, we believe that an open source de facto standard for text input is the way forward.

By releasing the established Adaptxt text input platform as open source software and launching a transparent community project around its development, the aim is to provide a technically strong, open platform for innovating without the high costs associated with developing individual solutions. We also believe that the collective efforts of the community combined with KeyPoint’s on-going contributions to the project will mean OpenAdaptxt itself will progress at a much faster pace and in many new directions than a single group or company can achieve alone.

We believe open source simply creates better software and better products. When everyone collaborates passionately, quality wins! We think the openness also

http://sourceforge.net/projects/openadaptxt/
contributes to making software more secure and amenable to integration.
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